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ABSTRACT
The vignetting field stop procedure uses a deflectometric approach to acquire
big Optical Surfaces – DaOS – and it offers the possibility to measure nearly any
shape or form using a scanning routine.
The basic physical measurement principle in DaOS is the vignettation of a quasiparallel light beam emitted by an expanded light source in auto collimation
arrangement with a reflecting element. Thereby nearly any curvature of the
specimen, is measurable. Due to the fact, that even sign changes in the curvature
can be detected, also aspheres and freeform surfaces of any size can be evaluated.
In this publication the vignetting field stop procedure is discussed. Additionally
the deflectometric setup is described. Because of some typical influences of beam
deflection to the accuracy of angle measurement by using the vignetting principle,
suitable methods of calibration for the sensor are examined and the results of
these methods are presented.
Furthermore, the technical principle of deflectometric measurements using an
angle detecting device is explained inclusive of all random and systematic errors
generated by the setup.
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The last part of this publication shows the actual result of test measurements
with calculated absolute deviation of errors with a large lateral dimension as well
as the determination of the maximal achievable lateral resolution by detecting
mid frequent structures on flat and spherical test parts with a diameter of 300
mm. These measurements are compared critically to reference results which are
recorded by interferometry and further scanning methods.

Das Vignettierende Feldblenden-Verfahren bietet einen neuen, deflektometrischen
Ansatz, um große optische Flächen mit nahezu jeglicher Form in einem einfachen
Scanverfahren zu vermessen.
Das grundlegende physikalische Messprinzip in DaOS ist die Vignettierung der
quasi-parallel von einer erweiterten Lichtquelle emittierten Strahlung, welche in
Autokollimationsanordnung von einem reflektierenden Element zurückgestrahlt,
abgeschattet auf einem Flächendetektor auftrifft und dort ausgewertet wird.
Damit ist nahezu jede Krümmung und auch ein Vorzeichenwechsel in der Krümmung
des Prüflings messbar. Aufgrund dieser Tatsache lassen sich auch Asphären und
Freiformflächen jeder Größe auswerten und rekonstruieren.
In dieser Veröffentlichung wird das Vignettierende Feldblenden-Verfahren kurz
diskutiert und das deflektometrische Setup beschrieben. Einige typische Einflüsse
der Strahlablenkung und geeignete Verfahren zur Kalibrierung des Sensors, welche
die Genauigkeit der Winkelmessung beim Vignettierungsprinzip verbessern, werden
untersucht und die Ergebnisse dieser Verfahren präsentiert.
Außerdem wird das Prinzip der deflektometrischen Anordnung mit Hilfe des
winkelgebenden Sensors erläutert und die systematischen und zufälligen Fehlereinflüsse
der Anordnung diskutiert.
Der letzte Teil dieser Publikation zeigt das tatsächliche Ergebnis von Testmessungen
an Planflächen und Sphären bis 300 mm Durchmesser mit den berechneten absoluten
Abweichungen der langwelligen Fehleranteile sowie die Bestimmung der maximal
erreichbaren lateralen Auflösung an mittelfrequenten Strukturen.
Diese Ergebnisse werden mit Messungen interferometrischer Art sowie anderer
Methoden verglichen.

KEYWORDS
Vignetting Field Stop Procedure, V-Spot, deflectometry, large optics, flats,
spheres, aspheres, freeforms
Vignettierendes-Feldblenden-Verfahren, V-Spot, Deflektometrie, Großoptik,
Planflächen, Sphären, Asphären, Freiformflächen

1. Introduction
In the field of precision optics mostly
interferometry is used to determine shape errors
of spherical or flat surfaces, but especially for
large convex optics or aspheres, its functionality

is strongly limited. For the deflectometric
determination of any optical part using an
autocollimator, the collimated beam is deflected
through an invariant mirror system to the
surface. The main advantage of the procedure
is that no large and expensive references are
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to the Y-Axis –see figure 1. Roll angle errors
influence the deflecting light in second order of
roll angle. This works very well at flat surfaces
up to the Sub-Nanometer scale [2,3].

necessary so the systematical error, especially
with large optics can be reduced dramatically.
Instead of a sharp picture, a mathematically
clearly describable, defocused light spot is
determined. The following image processing
method calculates the value of the lateral offset
corresponding to the angle of reflected beam.

The problem however is the measurement on
strongly curved optical surfaces like spheres,
aspheres or freeforms with slope changes
larger than for example ± 1000 arcsec. The
additional effect of vignetting by the classical
autocollimator with crosshair or structure fixed
in the object field as a point e.g. on the optical
axis is not successful for such measurement,
because reflected beams do not fit the aperture
of the optic of the autocollimator. Therefore,
this principle is limited by angle range and
distance of light in optical path as shown in
figure 1 in the right.

2. New Measurement Principle
2.1 Deflectometric Flatness Reference DFR
for flat surfaces
The principle of DFR is well known by using
a scanning pentaprism [1] or penta mirror.
Because of two internal reflections at the penta
system, the deflected light bundle is invariant
to angle deviations along the direction parallel

pentaprism

pentaprism
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Figure 1. Setup of DFR on Precision Measurement Granite portal PMG. The emitted beam (green) from center of crosshair is
reflected on Surface under Test SUT. For flat and smooth curves samples (radius in km-range), beam is reflected to the optics
of autocollimator (left). In the case of higher curved surfaces with smaller radius (in m-range) reflected light cannot be detected
because of failing the aperture of the optics (right).

2.2 Deflectometric acquisition of Optical
Surfaces DaOS for large curved surfaces
Combining the Deflectometric Flatness
Reference with Vignetting Field Stop procedure
[4] VSP, we come to the Deflectometric
acquisition of Optical Surface DaOS. Therefor
another data acquisition system is necessary.
The Vignetting Field Stop or so called V-SPOT
Procedure [4,5,6] is able to solve the problems
of the classical autocollimator and gives further
innovative solutions and options.

crosshair in object filed on the optical axis
at the classical autocollimator, the larger
emitting area allows varying the path of light,
corresponding to perpendicularity of surface
at specimen under test and illuminating of full
entrance pupil. Figure 2 shows the setup of an
autocollimation system with illumination and
detecting area. The illumination area shows
only 5 points in a meridional section of the
setup. While failing the aperture of optics for
the fixed light emitting point on the optical
axis in case of tilted mirror (right side) light
from the adjacent point (green rays) is reflected
on the tilted mirror in retroreflection (rays
are perpendicular to SUT) and is imaged on
detector in the sensor system by nearly full
intensity.

2.2.1 Vignetting Field Stop Procedure VFS
The Vignetting Field Stop VFS or so called
V-Spot procedure is an special autocollimation
principle using vignetting of the small aperture
of the collimating optics. Instead of a fixed
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Figure 2: Setup of autocollimation system with illumination (only 5 from infinity points are shown) and detecting area. The rays
that are perpendicular to reflector surface (green) are completely reflected back to system and give full illuminance in image plane.

Fig. 3. shows the image on a ½”-CCD-Sensor
using a focal length of 140 mm with F# 5 at

mirror distance of 500 (left) and 2000 mm
(right).

Figure 3: Image and Intensity distribution on an image sensor with 1/2“ CCD-camera and focal length f‘ = 140/F#5

The image height y’ is proportional double time
to mirror angle α by the classical autocollimation
setup known as

(1)
This means that the direct image of the crosshair
is two time “faster” or two times larger than the
pupil image which relates to one time of mirror
tilt by

(2)
This also means that the measurement range of
equivalent sensors (same camera format and

focal length) is two times larger at the Vignetting
Field Stop VFS Sensor.
In practice, a focal length of 46 mm at F#5 with
1,2 MP-camera-format of about ½” is used. The
physical resolution for movement detection
in lateral displacement for the single binary
V-SPOT detection is given by [7]

(3)
with rV-SPOT is the radius of the binarised
BLOB.
Even for a non-binarised V-SPOT the resolution
will increase. Further research will be done
and published in near future, to evaluate this
limits. The accuracy over the range of ± 2,8° as
shown in figure 4 is < 0,001° (3,6 arcsec) with
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an average rms-value of < 0,00045° (1,6 arcsec)
over a mirror distance range from 300 to 2.400
mm. As also seen in fig. 4 there is a limitation
for linearity caused by the two dimensional
calibration setup [6] whith PImiCos PRS-110
equipment.

optics of the V-SPOT-Sensor.

2.2.3 Reconstruction of optical surface by
line scan methods
In order to reconstruct the surface of a mirror
substrate, several radial sections will be
measured, using scans at azimuthal directions
(e.g. 0°, 45° 90° and 135°, figure 6). The more
scans, the better reconstruction will follow. The
best strategy considering time, temperature
variation and reconstruction accuracy will be
find out in next time on our project DoSuRe. In
addition to these radial sections, measurement
in one or more circular sections are necessary
to get correct reconstruction including all
informations about aberrations of 3rd and higher
order like Coma, Trefoil and others.

Figure 4: Result of the WiPoVi-Sensor calibration over a
measurement range of ± 2.8 degrees at several distances
from 300 to 2400mm. Error bars correspond to the
uncertainty (k = 2, 1-α = 95%) of the angular reference table
PImiCos PRS-110.

2.2.2 Deflectometric acquisition of Optical
Surfaces DaOS with VFS
In order to detect also reflected light from the
edge, VFS Sensor with angular measurement
range up to slope on the edge, measurements
can be done as seen in figure 5.

BAVARIAN JOURNAL OF APPLIED SCIENCES

Figure 6. Lines and optional ringsegments of future DaOSSurface evaluation of large optics

Figure 5. Setup of DaOS on Precision Measurement Granite
portal PMG at Deggendorf Institute of Technology, shown
in two edge positions. One of the emitted beam within the
measurement range will always be perpendicular to the
surface under Test SUT, and therefore will be reflected
directly back to the sensor and will fit the aperture of the

To reconstruct the complete surface out of the
small amounts of data points of the measured
traces along the surface several approaches were
created and due to a program routine in our
laboratory the measured traces along the surface
were converted in mod-format. This file type is
used for stitching the complete surface out of
the measured datasets with the analysis unit of
a TAYLOR HOBSON® measurement system.
The results were saved as xyz-files to enable an
alignment of the pv, rms- and power-values with
the analysis software MetroPro®.
For our own approach the development
environment MATLAB® is used. The main part
of all developed analysis algorithms is the use of
a Zernike Polynomial Expansion.
At least three algorithms are used to reconstruct
the surface topography. One of them was created
from Dr. Richters at the company Berliner Glas.
Here, the aligned scans are linearly interpolated
in polar coordinates and then rasterized linearly
to xyz and native Zygo MetroPro binary-format
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for easier comparison using MetroPro®. The
others were developed on the Technologie
Campus Teisnach. In figure 7 the current results
of an evaluation with the analysis software

MetroPro® are shown. The measured datasets
are recorded by the ELWIMAT_AKF 464,8#17.

Figure 7: Alignment of the results of three developed evaluation algorithms in the analysis software MetroPro®.

mm enables to calculate the radius of curvature
of 20.280 mm with uncertainty of 140 mm
(k=2). This means a relative error of radius
of 0,69% and a SAG error according to ISO
10110-5 of about 11 fringes (3/ 11 (-,-).

The result shows maximum deviations in PV
and power within 19 nm and 21 nm. The rms
value differs at maximum 6 nm. With these
first results, further investigations for the
optimization of the algorithms are in progress
in the following project DoSuRe. It is also
seen that the simple and strong symmetric
approximation and interpolation does not fit
very well with interferometric and line scan
measurements of DFR and DaOS. Further tests
and theoretical simulations will follow.

3. Measurement Results
3.1 First results with single line scan
Very first results as shown in SPIE Proceedings
[6,7] are done with the Sensor ELWIMAT 4546 SN.#14, a Sensor with focal lenght of 46
mm by F# 4,8 and results of measuring linearity
described in capture 2.2.1.
Sample one, a mirror with a smooth radius
R = 20 m, Ø300 mm, coated with aluminum
has been measured according DaOS with this
sensor.
The result is shown in figure 8. The maximum
slope at the edge belongs to 6,8 mrad (0.389°).

Figure 8. Average result of surface form deviation on
mirror with radius 20 m.

3.1.2 Error budget at DaOS line scan
There are some influences in measurement errors
which has to be considered and eliminated or
reduced to get highest accuracy better than λ/10
@633nm. On the one hand there are systematic
errors like geometrical deviations, penta prism
adjustment and wavefront aberrations, linearity
and also distance depending linearity effects
of V-Spot sensor. On the other hand several
random errors like temperature variations
in measurement environment and on DUT,
vibrations and air turbulences, random errors
of sensor signal processing (signal-noise ratio)
non reproducible roll angel and others may
disturb the measurement.

3.1.1 Radius evaluation with absolute
accuracy
The sagitta height of 441,3 μm with an
evaluated and calculated uncertainty of ± 0,5
μm at the measured diameter of 270 mm ± 0,7
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Figure 9: Measurement setup DaOS with radius 20 m mirror and some errors influences
Table 1: Error budget fpr the actual single line scan measurement setup at PMG with sample diameter 300 mm and step distance
of 10 mm.

Influence in

Angle /arcsec

Hight/ nm

Random errors
•
•
•
•
•

Temperature difference on DUT up/down 70 nm/ 0,1K
Vibrations and air turbulences
Geometric/ adjustment errors penta prism < 2 arcmin
Roll angle of X-Axis < 60 arcsec
Random errors by V-SPOT Sensor noise

0,2 (edge to edge)
0,2
0,1
0,02
0,25

70
40
20
4
50
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Systematic errors
•
•
•

Wavefront error penta prism 0,25λ/5mm
V-SPOT Sensor long term non-linearity (focus, power) PV
- short term deviations (coma, spherical, higher aberrations) rms
- distance dependent V-SPOT Sensor error

Total statistical mean error

6
3,6
1,6

1.200
200
45
50
1.250...1320 nm

The greatest influences are seen in table 1
and are of systematic characteristic. First the
wavefront error of penta prism with about
1200 nm (inhomogeneity of glass), second the
long term sensor errors by non-linearity and
third the distance dependent V-SPOT-Sensor
error. To eliminate and evaluate this systematic

influences, a reversal measurement is done
measuring in direction forward and backwards
with 180°-turned sample. The result seen in
figure 10 shows a Peak to Valley at 410 nm
(0,65 λ @633) and the rms about 112 nm (λ/6
@633).
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Interferometry measurements a QED SSI-A
instrument with a 4”-TF and a 6”-TF (both
calibrated with tree flat test at TC Teisnach.
Another evaluation is given by a 12”-Fizeau–
Interferometer from ZYGO-Corp. in vertical
position at cooperating company Berliner Glas.
The DFR setup at PMG in Teisnach were
done with three different classical electronic
autocollimators:
Figure 10: Surface deviation of mirror R 20.280 mm after
correction of systematical errors by reversal measurement.

•
•
•

ELCOMAT 2000 (f=300)
Trioptics Triangle (f=500)
ELWIMAT_AKF 46/40 (f=46)

Compared with the first measurements described
in SPIE-Proceeding 9132 913206 [6], without
reversal measurement the deviation of about
± 1,5 micrometer (PV = 3 μm) is seen. This
meets very exactly our consideration of above
mentioned error budget.
3.2 Validation with a „Plano-DoubleSombrero“
In order to validate the measurement principle of
new DaOS, a special “plano aspheric” geometry
with “double sombrero” on a 300 mm diameter
substrate was created (fig. 11) and measured by
a short round robin test. R = plan; Ø = 308 mm,
Thickness = 50 mm Øe = 300mm/ 294mm.

Figure 11: Plano-double sombrero with diameter 300 and
thickness of 50 mm. Right: Crosscut in X- and Y-direction.

Figure 12: Instruments of electronic autocollimators for
measurements DFR

At last measurements are done with the
Vignetting V-SPOT Sensor ELWIMAT 4546 #19 in order to evaluate this system in
an absolute and reproducible way and also
to evaluate measurement resolution in mid
frequency structures to validate also coma
and aberrations of higher order at polynomial
function up to the 8th or 10th order.
3.2.1
Reference
measurements
with
Interferometry
First we measured the plano-double-sombrero
at SSI-A with 4”-TF transmission flat, which
was calibrated using the tree flat test in 2012.
Second and after some deviations on DFR
measurements we made a three flat test on 4”TF and also at a 6”-TF. Figure 13 shows the
result of the 12”-Interferometer measurement
at Berliner Glas and Table 2 includes the
summarized PV, rms and SAG error (power) for
all interferometric measurements.

We used interferometry at the one hand and
DFR in the other hand for evaluation. For
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Figure 13: Interferometric measurement at plano-double sombrero, diameter 300, thickness 50 mm with 12” at Berliner Glas.

Table 2: Results in interferometric measurements of the „plano-double-sombrero“ with Interferometric methods

BAVARIAN JOURNAL OF APPLIED SCIENCES

SSI-A 4“ Øe 294
SSI-A 6“ Øe 294
BG 12“ Øe 294
Average
Std. Dev.

PV/ μm

Rms/ μm

SAG-Power/ μm

0,955
0,973
1,005
0,985
0,037

0,249
0,244
0,259
0,251
0,008

-0,717
-0,686
-0,752
-0,723
0,039

3.2.2 DFR-Measurement with electronic
autocollimators
The deflectometric measurements with classical
electronic autocollimators with crosshair were
done in 4 sections at 0°, 45°, 90° and 135
degrees. A stop was applied near to the surface
under test with an area of 14 x 20 mm for
ELCOMAT 2000 by step 10 mm and diameter
5 mm for TriOptics 500mm and ELWIMAT_
AKF 46 mm by step 5 mm. The measured scans
are used to reconstruct the surface, feeding to
software Taylor Hobson® for the ELCOMAT
2000 and the TCT-Algorithm with the other
both autocollimators. The final results in PV,
rms and power are seen in table 3.

The results shown in Table 2 offers an
average PV-Value of 985 nm with a maximum
deviation of 50 nm at all three measurements
in two different laboratories and two different
interferometer types. The absolute deviation of
3D-fitted power (SAG-error) is at maximum
66 nm. The standard deviation of the average
of the three measurement results is 39 nm.
The larger deviation of power at instrument at
instrument at Berliner Glas is a gravity induced
effect because due to the vertical orientation the
transmission reference flat shows deformation
of about 50 nm in the power term.

Table 3: Results in DFR measurements of the „plan-double-sombrero“ with electronic autocollimator

ELCOMAT 2000
Øe 294mm
Trioptics AKF 500
Øe 300mm
EL WIMAT_AKF 46 Øe 300mm
Average
Std. Dev.

PV/ μm

Rms/ μm

SAG-Power/ μm

0,965
1,039
0,910
0,974
0,061

0,253
0,266
0,232
0,250
0,017

-0,752
-0,793
-0,640
-0,729
0,079
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Significantly we can see the PV-values which
corresponds strongly with the influence of power
in table 2 and 3, the quadratic term in the measured
function. Varying the PV-value and power up to
129 nm and 153 nm, about three times more than
at the interferometric measurements, we have to
consider the influences at physical effects:
•
•
•
•

Thermal drift of instrument holder during
measurement
Varying temperature difference of lower and
upper side of specimen (table 1)
Different sensitivity of instrument e.g.
proportionality factor
Linearity error of AKF and V-SPOTinstruments (table 1)

First we have to realise, that our environmental
surroundings at PMG are not perfect because
temperature compensation with about ± 0,5…1
K is not as good as in our laboratory (± 0,1 …
0,2 K).
Second, our “double sombrero” substrate is
not quartz or ZERODUR® but probably Pyrex
or similar material with a higher temperature
expansion coefficient of about α = 3…4 E-6
1/K. This material is not the best choice, for high
precision measurement of spherical influence
(radius, power, SAG). In the case of pyrex we
have calculated the influence of temperature
gradient (upper to lower side of substrate) to vary
by 70 nm per 0,1 K. Changing at the gradient
up to 0,2 K, the Power or SAG error will rise
up to 150 nm. In order to have no influence of
algorithmic effects due to 3D reconstruction,
we reduce data analysis to one dimensional 2D
measurements for line scan as seen in figure 14.
The spherical term is shown additional for two of
the interferometric and the three autocollimation
DFR measurements.

The graph in figure 14 shows the original
measurements
of
interferometric
and
deflectometric DFR measurements in the
azimuth direction of 0 degree. There is a good
qualitative agreement at the characteristics of
curvature of the structure of so called “double
sombrero”. But there is also seen, that the
Deflectometric measurements varies strongly in
the sagitta hight. The SAG errors (power) differs
by about 150 nm, this is also seen in table 3. As
also seen in figure 14, there are some decentering
effects and the resolution varies between 10 mm
(ELCOMAT 2000), 5 mm (ELWIMAT_AKF,
Trioptics) and 0,89 mm for interferometric
results.
In order to eliminate this temperature effects
SAG error will be substracted from each
measurement to get the Irregularity error. In
figure 15 the average surface measurement of the
two SSI-A interferometric measurements and the
average of all three autocollimators is seen.
In order to compare the data and calculate the
differencies of curves, the smaller amount of data
in DFR and the following DaOS measurements
by V-SPOT Sensor will be interpolated.

Figure 15: Averages of Interferometric and auto collimator
DFR measurements at azimuth 0° after removing SAG error.

4. DaOS-Measurements on double
sombrero with V-SPOT-Sensor
In order to evaluate the new V-SPOT-Sensor we
use a ELWIMAT 46-4,8 UI1542#19 with focal
length of 46 mm at F#4,8. Measurements are
done in line scans at 0 degree of plane double
sombrero.
Figure 14: Interferometric and DFR measurements of planodouble-sombrero at azimuth 0°.
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4.1 Reverse measurement to reduce
systematic influences
Most of the systematic errors like penta prism
wavefront error and distance dependence error
of the whole setup of DaOS are eliminated by
reversal measurement.
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The influence of these systematic errors as
difference of the reverse measurements is shown
in fig. 16. The value reaches a pv-value of 110
nm with an rms of 22 nm.

10110-5. The measurements were done by the
modified and contrast enhanced V-SPOT Sensor
ELWIMAT 46-4,8#19 in order to validate also
non coated substrates with small reflectivity.
With higher signal noise ratio we will be able to
measure also at small aperture stops (scanning
beam diameter) up to 1...2 mm or smaller.
The measuring result of DaOS with V-SPOTSensor is seen in figure 17. The table shows the
very good agreement of all three measurement
types including interferometry, DFR with
auto collimator and DaOS with the Vignetting
V-SPOT Sensor.

Figure 16: Evaluated systematic error of penta prism
and V-SPOT sensor ELWIMAT 46-4,8 #19 by reverse
measurement.

4.2 Validation of irregularity IRR after
reducing SAG error (power)
To get elimination of above described effects
we compensate the SAG error (power) at all
measurements in order to reduce the influence
of temperature effects during measurements and
compare the results by viewing the so called
irregularity IRR corresponding to the DIN-ISO

Figure 17: Interferometric, DFR- and DaOS- measurements
of plan-double sombrero at azimuth 0°.

Table 4: Results in irregularity IRR (DIN ISO 10110-5) after removal of spherical part for all types of measurements at the „plane
double sombrero“

PV = IRR/ nm

BAVARIAN JOURNAL OF APPLIED SCIENCES

Rms/ nm

Interferometry

DFR w. AKF

DaOS w.
V-SPOT-Sensor

Maximum dev.

727

714

743

29

213,4

213,2

217,9

4,6

As described in Chapter 3.2.2, by interpolating
of measurement data, we are able to take the
residual curves of the measurements for an direct
comparison. Therefore we take the difference of
averaged DFR direct to interferometry and also
DaOS to interferometry. The result shows, that
there are residual errors of about pv 69 nm/ rms
14,5 nm at DFR with AKF and pv 63 nm/ rms
11,5 at DaOS with V-SPOT Sensor.
Figure 18: Residuals of DFR- and DaOS- measurements
against interferometric results of plan-double sombrero at
azimuth 0°.
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There are some effects in the results in figure
18 visible, e.g. the large “peaks” at position 30
mm. A better adjustment of centration or an
intelligent transformation of coordinates after
measurement and bevor surface reconstruction
may help to get better results than IRR < 60 nm
according to λ/10 and rmsi < 11 nm according to
λ/50 @633 nm even on large optics.

5. Summary/ Outlook
We could show, that it is possible to measure
very large radius up to 20 m at large optics
with more than 300 mm diameter. The relative
accuracy of ΔR < 0,69 % will be reduced in
further developments and future tasks.
Considering the sagitta error (SAG) we can see
some temperature effects and influences of the
quality of V-SPOT sensor calibration. Further
on and considering the irregularity of spherical
optics, we could show the measurements
compared with interferometric stitching results
at SSI-A and a 12”-Fizeau Interferometer at
Berliner Glas, that it is possible to compensate
systematical errors of higher order (nonlinearity
and penta prism wavefront error) of the setup
of DaOS. Good geometrical adjustments and
also centration and compensation of mechanical
deviations bevor surface reconstruction may
help to get better results than IRR < 60 nm
according to λ/10 and rmsi < 11 nm according
to λ/50 @633 nm even on large optics.
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This will be a good starting position even to
have not a precision measurement room but
measuring in a manufacturing environment.
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